Pugmarks
in action

Pugmarks is
currently
available for
Chrome
browser and
on Android
devices

Pugmarks
Works across Devices

For Chrome – The Pugmarks Ribbon
http://www.forbes.com/sites/forrester/2013/10/17/there is no internet of things/

Pugmarks Ribbon
While reading a post or
story:
Ribbon appears with 6&8
links to related content
Links recommended by
individuals user follows
and other subject matter
experts
Images in Ribbon show
who recommended,
provide “scent”

Explore
Themes,
Previews,
Experts
(opens
in new Tab)

Configure
Pugmarks
to match
your
Preferences

Chrome – Pugmarks Explore
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Pugmarks Explore
1

Access Explore from (i) the
Ribbon, or (ii) opening a New Tab*

2

Exploring Now shows abstracts
of 8 10 related stories

3

Themes show related content,
categorized by sub topic

4

Find Experts links to Subject
Matter Experts on the topic

5

Filter based on your interests,
what’s popular, etc.

*Default page for New tab can be reset by
clicking on the Pugmarks icon
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Exploring Now Pane

(8&10 stories w/ abstracts shown)
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3

Themes Pane

4

Find Experts

Benefits
Pugmarks Contextual Content Discovery
Pugmarks Ribbon unobtrusively shows 6-8 links to highly relevant content

Pugmarks Explore

Quickly Preview,
Assess Usefulness,
and Click Through to
Highly Related Content

Discover Other Sources,
Experts on Topic

Pugmarks New Tab
For “Zooming Out” Browsing
Opening a New Tab – Pugmarks provides links to recent
sources, news and themes related to the users’ interests

Pugmarks

Technology

Pugmarks: Under the hood
The life of a visit
Staying in context
Preserving Privacy
Understanding context
Multistream retrieval
Anticipatory News Discovery
http://pugmarks.me/technology

Pugmarks – FAQs for Users
What is Pugmarks?

Unobtrusive plug in for browser (Chrome) and Android app

Who is Pugmarks for?

Users who wish to "focus in on" topic, subject, company, etc.

What does
Pugmarks do?

As you view a story, post, review or other content, Pugmarks:
Shows links to “related stories” in unobtrusive Ribbon
Shows related content by Themes you can Explore
Links to subject matter experts on topics related to story

What are the benefits? Pugmarks’ timely, relevant content keeps you informed, effortlessly
How good are
Pugmarks’
recommendations?

Uncannily accurate!

Who makes
Pugmarks?

Ex Googler & team

Where do I
get Pugmarks?

Install extension or app from Google

Do I have to
do anything?

Sign in with your Twitter account (optional, but recommended*)

Is Pugmarks private?

Yes – privacy is paramount (more info at Pugmarks.me)

Pugmarks
Contacts
Bharath has a PhD in Information Retrieval from IISc, has
worked at Google, and other startups before founding Insieve.
He also has a graduate degree in Computer Science from IISc,
and an under graduate degree from Mysore University’s SJCE.

Bharath Kumar Mohan
Founder, Pugmarks
bharath@insieve.com

Bharath is an information dissemination enthusiast, and has
spent many years pondering about the appropriate spread of
information through society. At Google, Bharath was involved
with Google News, and worked on text retrieval and ranking
algorithms.

